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Kenneth F. Kister Papers, 1923-2000

Box 1:
Binder 1, Birth in UK to Librarian in Canada, 1923-59 [3 folders]
Binder 2, Library Journal, 1959-64 [3 folders]
Binder 4, Leaves Library Journal, ALA Conferences, Marries Ilse, 1968-71 [3 folders]
Binder 5, Scarecrow Press, Elected President of ALA, 1969-77 [3 folders]
Binder 6, ALA Presidency, Speaker Controversy, National Information Policy, 1977-78 [3 folders]

Box 2:
Binder 8, People in Moon's Life (Personal and Professional), Bagdikan - Braverman [3 folders]
Binder 9, People in Moon's Life (Personal and Professional), Broderick - Gerard [3 folders]
Binder 10, People in Moon's Life (Personal and Professional), Graham - Rom [3 folders]
Binder 11, People in Moon's Life (Personal and Professional), Schuman - Yelton [3 folders]

Box 3:
Floppy Disc, Eric Moon Taped Interviews, 1990-91
Eric Moon Other Taped Interviews, 1990-91
Cassette Tapes, Interviews, 1990-91
   Tape 1, Eric Moon, Early Years
   Tape 2, Eric Moon, Early Years
   Tape 3, Eric Moon, Early Years
   Tape 4, blank
   Tape 5, Eric Moon, First Job, including bombing of Southampton
   Tape 6, Eric Moon, First Job
   Tape 7, Eric Moon, First Job
   Tape 8, blank
   Tape 9, Eric Moon, War Years
   Tape 10, Eric Moon, War Years
   Tape 11, Eric Moon, Loughborough
   Tape 12, Eric Moon, Loughborough
   Tape 13, Eric Moon, Advancing in British Librarianship, Hertfordshire
   Tape 14, Eric Moon, Advancing in British Librarianship
   Tape 15, Eric Moon, Advancing in British Librarianship, Finchley
   Tape 16, blank
   Tape 17, Eric Moon, Advancing in British Librarianship, Brentford - Chiswich
   Tape 18, Eric Moon, Advancing in British Librarianship
   Tape 19, Eric Moon, Advancing to Newfoundland
   Tape 20, no label
   Tape 21, Eric Moon, Canada
   Tape 22, Eric Moon, Canada, Getting Library Journal job
   Tape 23, Eric Moon, Canada and Early Library Journal
   Tape 24, blank
   Tape 25, Eric Moon, Library Journal, Early Years
Tape 26, Eric Moon, Library Journal, Early Years
Tape 27, Eric Moon, Library Journal, Early Years
Tape 28, Eric Moon, Early Library Journal, People
Tape 29, Eric Moon, Library Journal, Early Years
Tape 30, Eric Moon, Library Journal
Tape 31, Eric Moon, Library Journal, On Top
Tape 32, Eric Moon, Library Journal, On Top, People of 1960s
Tape 33, Eric Moon, Library Journal, On Top, People of 1960s
Tape 34, Eric Moon, Library Journal, On Top, People of 1960s
Tape 35, Eric Moon, Library Journal Years, People of 1960s
Tape 36, Eric Moon, Library Journal Years, People of 1960s
Tape 37, Eric Moon, Library Journal, People of 1960s
Tape 38, Eric Moon, Library Journal, People of 1960s
Tape 39, Eric Moon, Library Journal, People of 1960s
Tape 40, Eric Moon, Library Journal, People of 1960s
Tape 41, Eric Moon, Library Journal, People
Tape 42, Eric Moon, Library Journal, Non-Library People
Tape 43, Eric Moon, Library Journal, Director of Development, Early Scarecrow, Ilse Courtship, etc.
Tape 44, Eric Moon, Scarecrow, Library Journal, Atlantic City
Tape 45, Eric Moon, Scarecrow
Tape 46, Eric Moon, Scarecrow, Retirement
Tape 47, Eric Moon, Library Journal, Scarecrow, Library Journal, Eric Moon Response to Berry Interview
Tape 48, Eric Moon, Scarecrow
Tape 49, Eric Moon, Follow up to Scarecrow Years, Marriage, LA Conference
Tape 50, Eric Moon, Recommended Reading
Tape 51, Eric Moon, ALA Presidency, Election, Speaker
Tape 52, Eric Moon, Speaker
Tape 53, Eric Moon, ALA Presidency
Tape 54, blank
Tape 55, Eric Moon, ALA Presidency
Tape 56, blank
Tape 57, Eric Moon, ALA Presidency
Tape 58, Eric Moon, ALA Presidency
Tape 59, Eric Moon, Retirement, Awards, etc., after Scarecrow
Tape 60, blank
Tape 61, Eric Moon, Retirement, Issues ALA
Tape 62, Eric Moon, Library Issues ALA (publishing, etc.)
Tape 63, Eric Moon, Library Issues ALA
Tape 64, blank
Tape 65, Eric Moon, Library Biog., ALA Response to Esh
Tape 66, Eric Moon, ALA, Future of book, etc.
Tape 67, Eric Moon, Political Man
Tape 68, Eric Moon, Political Man
Tape 69, Eric Moon, Q & A on numerous issues
Tape 70, Eric Moon, no label
Tape 71, Eric Moon, Speaker, etc.
Tape 72, Eric Moon, Speaker, etc.
Tape 1, Ilse Moon, Background
Tape 2, Ilse Moon
Tape 3, Ilse Moon
Tape 4, Ilse Moon
Tape 5, Ilse Moon
Tape 6, Ilse Moon
Tape 7, Ilse Moon
Tape 8, Ilse Moon
Tape 9, Ilse Moon, 1969 Chronology
Tape 10, Ilse Moon, Wedding Day, Montclair PL, 1991
Tape 11, Ilse Moon, Rutgers, Moon in ALA, Presidency, 1991
Tape 12, Ilse Moon, Presidential Year, 1991
Tape 13, Ilse Moon, Scarecrow, Retirement
Tape 14, blank
Tape 15, Ilse Moon, Scarecrow
Tape 16, Ilse Moon, Scarecrow
Tape 1, John Berry
Tape 2, John Berry
Tape 1, Dorothy Broderick
Tape 2, blank
Tape 1, Arthur Curley
Tape 2, Arthur Curley
Tape 1, Al Daub
Tape 2, blank
Tape 3, Al Daub
Tape 4, Al Daub
Tape 1, Ernie Dimattia
Tape 2, Ernie Dimattia
Tape 1, E. Dudley
Tape 2, E. Dudley
Tape 3, E. Dudley
Tape 4, E. Dudley
Tape 1, Bill Eschelman
Tape 2, Eschelman
Tape 3, Eschelman
Tape 4, Eschelman
Tape 5, Eschelman
Tape 6, blank
Tape 1, Robbie Franklin
Tape 2, Robbie Franklin
Tape 3, Robbie Franklin
Tape 4, blank
Tape 1, Norman Horrocks
Tape 2, blank
Tape 1, Jeanne Isacco
Tape 2, blank
Tape 1, Clara Jones
Tape 2, blank
Tape 1, Pat Rom
Tape 2, Pat Rom
Tape 1, Roy Stokes
Tape 2, blank
Tape 3, Roy Stokes
Tape 4, blank